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RAFALKO: MESSAGE TO NEW STUDENTS ON PAGE 3

THE AWARD WINNING STUDENT NEWSPAPER OF NEW YORK LAW SCHOOL
VOLUME Ill, NUM BER 1

P U BL ISHED JOI NTLY BY T H E S T UDENT BAR ASSOCIAT ION A N D PHI 01.LTA P H I
COPYR I GHT, EQUITAS, NEW YORK LAW SCHOOL, SEPTEMIIER 1 9 71

MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 13, 1971

259 Freshmen Welcomed In
Two Day Orientation Program
The faculty, administration and that he "had every confidence
student orgamzahons welcomed that they will face up to the
259 students at the New York Law challenge that confronts them - School Orientation program on and we shall do all within our
power to assist them in realizSeptember l and 2nd.
Dean Walter A. Rafall<o moder- ing their ambition "
ated the program ';i which stuPresident Sylvester C. Smith
dent leaders and faculty alike Jr. proceeded the Judge in the
made appropriate appeals Dean morning orientation session. His
Rafalko greeted the students and primary topic of discussion was
discussed La"' School procedure the English system of law.
regarding grades and class attenIn the evening session, Vicedance.
President
John V. Thornton
The Dean was followed by the followed the Chairman
the
Honorable Charles w. Froessel, Board. Dr. Thornton is the
Chairman of the Board of New Assistant General Counsel to
York Law School. Alter wel- Consolidated Edison in addition
commg the students the Judge to his duties at the Law School.
sentimentally discussed the his- His principal theme in addresstory and background of the Law

of

Schoo\

When reache<\ tot" com-

ment at a later time His Honor
stated, "I am impressed by the

appearance and attention of the
incoming freshmen throughout
Marshall Lippman, t"res1dent of the Student Bar Association, -the orientation session, and their
is seen addressing the new freshman class as Dean Walter A. Rafalko evident interest Ill what lies
ahead. " The Judge further noted
looks on.

ACandid Account Of The First Day At Orientation
by Carol N Kriesberg
I have come to this school with
the highest hopes of becommg
a good lawyer, conscious or social
change and hopefully dedicated to
the people I will represent, as
well as to the profession As
far back as I can remember r
was taught to give "the other
guy" a chance - - no matter
If I disagreed with lus or her
Viewpoint
I saw this as a problem of
Wednesday's orientation. All too
often we become subservient
to protocol, especia II y when it
suits o,ur needs. r believe what
is needed is a little more human
compassion This may seem hard
for some people, but it 1s often
as hard for a 21 year old to
sit through a speech g1 ven by a
member of a generation long
past, as it is for that person
to sit through a similar speech
given by that 21 year old
we were greeted by the administration as already bemg
part of the legal profession To
show ourselves competent we
must take responsib1hty for our
actions
and
unfortunately
" prove ourselves. But m the
same sense, we must be given
responsibility
before we can
prove this
With all the speeches we heard
Wednesday I lhmk nothing made
more of an impression than the
denial of free speech to a member
of the student body. I have not
been at this school long enough
to decide for myself unequivocally, who was right or wrong

because I do not know all the they students or administrators?
circumstances
One of the pamphlets handed
However, one of the canons out at orientation deals with prothis country and our Jaw was fessional responsibility. In the
founded on, which we as future preface on page i they quote
la-.·yers are trying to interpret, from an observation made by
1s the first Amendment This Chief Justice Stone, which states,
Amendment states that all men
have certain inalienable rights,
" Before the Bar can function
one of them being freedom of
al all as a guardian of the
speech. Am I to assume that
public interests committed to
what I am studying 1s not
!Is care, there must be apreally a llVlng document, but
praisal and comprehension of
rather somethmg good only in
the new conditions and the
the " real" world and not in
changed relationship of the
the womb-like scholastic comlawyer to his clients, TO HIS
munity?
1 hope not
I still
PROFESSIONAL BRETHERN
have a great deal of naivete and to the public."
in the belief that these ideals
Maybe some people will take
1 was lead to believe in, do, note of this !'
to some extent exist.
rt seems from my first impressions that there 1s a fair
level of frustration among students who wish to become involved in helpmg to make the
law school a healthy and viable
place. From my own experience
in student government, it is alThis past June Professor Sylvia
ways to the school's and the E. Kelman was summarily disstudents' advantage to foster stu- missed from the faculty rn lieu
dent involvement instead of stifle of berng granted tenure. The
ll.
reasons given for the dismissal
were, as can be expected, amwe heard some interesting biguous. The noncommittal respeeches on Wednesday, some sponse by the admmistrahon typtmged with nostalgia, some giving ifies 1ts indirect attitude m matus a pep talk, and still others ters of student concern.
warning us of the rigors to come.
I listened to them all, some I
Professor Kelman is concerneo
found rnteresllng, others I did that the dismissal is a result of
not, but I did LISTEN. Is that discrimination against her by the
too much for people to do, be school because she 1s a woman.

i.ng the new students was the con-

trast of the common law system
with the civil law system.
Professor Joseph H. Koffler
presented the students with an
in depth lecture on proper study
skills. More specifically, Professor Koffler discussed the preparation of briefs, the taking
of notes in class, the preparing
out outlines and the taking of
law school exams.
The program student organizations of the Law School succeeded to the rostrum.
The
spokesmen for the Student Bar
Association
were
Marshall
Lippman, President, A. Michael
CONTINUED ON PAGE EIGHT

PLACEMENT SERVICE
By Peter Tangredi
The Staff of Equitas would lilce
to welcome this year's first year
students to New York Law
School. At the same time, you
should be made aware of a very
important fact. this is New
York Law School, not N.Y.U.
Law School, and this fact will
become clearer to you when it
comes time to get a job. You
may receive Just as good an
education here as you would at
N. Y. U., but it is difficult to tell
that to a law firm when you
are applymg for a job.
While it will be dillicult to
overcome these prejudices, an
achve placement service would
possibly do much to lessen them .
Last year the Student Bar Association attempted to form its
own placement service. Needless
to say, this endeavor
failed alter one semester, and
Judge Difede volunteered his
services .
At this time it must be noted
that Judge OiFede is a full time
Judge of the Civil Court, and
a part time professor at New
York Law School. In order for

Professor Kelman Seeks
Reinstatement To Faculty
In an attempt to rectify this allegation she has retained Elliot
A. Ta.keff and Stephen Gillers.
Messrs. Takeff and Gillers stated
by telephone interview that the,r
intend to explore all administrative and judicial remedies available to Professor Kelman. In
addition, they are examining the
possibility that Professor Kelman's dismissal may b4ve violated the rules of various acre<liling organizations rel4ting to
notification of dismissal to nontenured faculty .

a placement service to be
successful, it needs a full hme
staff that is able to devote all
its time and energy to this one
task.
Tbe problems facing a placement service at New York Law
School are twofold. F'irst and
foremost, is its ability to help
provide employment opportunities for the students. This is
especially important in light of
the fact that due to the current
economic condition securing employment has become even more
difficult. Secondly, and of equal
importance, the placement service must act as a public relations office for New York Law
School.
A Placement Service would,
needless to say, increase the
cost of operating New York Law
School. If this increase in cost
is born by the students as a
student fee, specifically to be
allocated
to the Placement
Service, this student fee can
be viewed reailstically by the
students as an mvestment m
their future.
The Student Bar Association
should pass a resolution advocating such an increase to the
Board of Trustees to be enacted
for the Spring semester. Prompt
action by the Student Bar Association
and the Board of
Trustees would mean the creation of a fully staffed and working Placement Service in hme
to be of service to the students
this year.

CORRECTION
In t he \fa_1· tsrnc• of Eq111tas
.\Jr. Joi!/ U eber111u11 of the ~·era
lnsti111u· h'us reJerreJ to as the
Dtrt!c tor uf I 'era. It should hart'
read -hStJC'late Dtreu or oJ rhe
Vero fllsrit11te Brunx Se1ue11d11g
Projeo.
- ed.
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New York Law School Alumni Association News
1971 Grads On Fellowship At N.Y.U.
Charles Goodenough and Arlen
S. Yalkut, members of the evening division of the 19'71 graduating class at New York Law
School, have been accepted as
graduate fellows at the Criminal Law Education and Research (Clear) Center at New
York University for the academic
year 1971-1972. This marks the
first time that graduates of the
Law School have been offered
grants to pursue graduate study
at a nationally known law school.
Mr. Goodenough and Mr. Yalkut will be receiving grants from
the Ford Foundation covering
their tuition and basic living
expenses during tbeir tenure at
N.Y. U. During the school year
this fall, in addition to completing the required course of
study for an LL.M. (Criminal
Justice) they will be participating
in one or more of the various
projects at the CLEAR Center.
The Criminal Law Education
and Research Center serves in
an advisory capacity to a variety
of international, American and
foreign governmental and private
agencies in criminal justice,

CLEAR is also engaged in the (currently five volumes) and
preparation of research reports many shorter works. The partidealing with various aspects of cipating fellows will have an
criminal justice.
opportunity to serve as editors
of these publications as well
Current projects at the CLEAR as publishing articles in their
Center include the " American own names.
The CLEAR Center generally
Series of Foreign Penal Codes"
(currently sixteen volumes), pub- offers up to five fellowships nalications of the Comparative tionwide each year. The fact
Criminal Law Project (currently that two students were selected
five volumes), the " International from New York Law School bodes
Journal of Offender Therapy'' well for the future.

National lawyer's Guild Convenes In Colorado

ALUMNI NOTES

by JAMES CASWELL
John A. Casper, a 1964 graduate of New York Law School
is the Regular Republican candidate for the New Jersey State
Senate from Union County, District 9, for the full two year
term. He is a writer and attorney. His main platform is
speaking out for America and
New Jersey, in opposition to
those that find everything to be
completely wrong with society.

-----------,
I
Alumni
I
I

!.~i~~~r ~~~i~eAa;Ea~~~~l~ot.r:rnr;::

I

inembership in the Alumni Association
plea~e fill out this form.
'

I

MAIL TO:

I

1\

STUDENT BAR ASSOCIATION
NEW YORK LAW SCHOOL

The shoulder length hair and
colorful dress or a new life
style marked the gathering of
over 2000 freak lawyers at the
annual National Lawyer's Guild
convention in Boulder, Colorado
this past July. The fundamental
organization of the legal profession as well as the traditional lawyer's life-style was
challenged as the. lawyers, law
students and legal workers arrived in Volkswagen vans or
backpacks and bed rolls. Thi~
growing breed of radical young
lawyers came to join together
to discuss the exchange approaches to the difficulties faced
in using the law as a vehicle ol
social change.
The Guild's ranks have been
growing since it ·was founded
in 1937, excepC for a tempor-

N#w York, Nnv Yonl- 10013

/

I
I
I
I
I
I Year Graduated . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
I Name ..................... ' .................. .. _._ I
I
I
· · ci-i.;.· · · · · · · · · · · · ·s-rATE · · · · · · · · ·z•P·cooii · I
I
I would like an application for a Juris Doctorate Degree. [ ]

I would like an application for membership in the
Alumni Association. ( ]

Address ..........................................

-----------

Activities Committee. The Guild
has over 18 chapters and 63
law school chapters. It reflects
the new interest in legal training among socially concerned
youth and their rejection of careers with conventional law
firms.
Group discussions included session topics of prisoner's rights,
trial tactics, women and the law,
homosexuals and the law, G.I.
rights, and ways of dealing with
Federal Grand Jury Investigations.

The following list of Officers and Directors of the New York Law School Alumni Association is printed here for the
convenience of any and all alumni or students dulrlng to contact any Officer or Olrec:tor.
OFFICERS:
PRESIDENT

Hon. Jospeh F. Perlconl '41

1st VICE PRES.

Hon. Jack Stanislaw '29

2nd VICE PRES.

Hon. MartJn L. Baron '52

White & Case, Esqs,
14 Wall St., NYC 10005

732-1040

SECRETARY

Benj amin Botner '29

1199 Park Avenue
N.Y.C. 10028

582-6250

TREASURER

David A. Ferdinand '38

9 East 46th Street
N.Y .C. 10017

682-4067

100 Stevens Ave.
Ml. Vernon, NY 10550
Morlches Road
St. James, NY 117 80

(914) MO.8-5020
(516) JU.4-6225

DIRECTORS
420 Lexington Ave. Rm. 2760, N.Y.C. 10017
Sl5 Madison Ave., N,Y.C. 10022
120 East 41st St., N.Y.C. 10017
ll West 42nd St., N.Y.C. 10036
312 West 23rd St., N. Y .c. l 0011
116 John St., N. Y.C. 10038
330 Madison Ave., N.Y.C. 10017
123-60 83rd Ave., Kew Gardens, N.Y. 11415
40 Church St., White Plains. N.Y. 10601
102 Malden Lane, N.Y.C. 10005
45 Monroe Place, Bklyn, N.V. 11201
131 Country Village Lane, New Hyde Park, N.Y. 11040
27 WIiiiam St., N.Y.C. 10005
258 Broadway, N.V.C. 10007
N.Y. Law School, 57 Worth St., N.V.C. 10013
99 Winnebago Rd., Yonkers, N.Y. 10710
350 F tfth Ave., N. Y .C. 10001
•
217 Broadway, N.Y.C. 10007
605 Third Ave., Rm. 1561, N. YC. l 0016
45 Monroe Place, Bklyn, N.Y. 11201
.420 Lexington Ave., N.Y.C, 10017
30 East 42nd St., N,Y.C. 10017
1457 Broadway, N .Y.C. 10036
54 Riverside Dr., N.V.C. 10024
1450 Broadway, N.Y.C. 10018
521 Fifth Ave., N.Y.C. 10017
526 East 83rd St., N.V.C. 10028
Bank of Smithtown, Main Street, Smithtown, N.Y. 11787
10 East 40th St., N. Y.C. 10016
25-10 Court SQ., Ll.C., N.Y. 11101

532-9678
7H-5310
683-2800
736-0728
971-5466
962-3300
697-4520
268-3200
(1114) • 948-1522
344-9200
TR.5-1300
(Off.) 425-7575
943,26110
267-2624
-966-3500
(914) SP. 9·6738
736-7432
233-2880
972-1100
TR. 5-1300 Ext. 45
532-11678
687-5010
564-0960
787-3966
736-2474
682-11211
(home) 861•6449
(516) AN. 5-3000
~32-4626
544-9300

from the pedestal of the elite
professional.
The demystification of the legal
process and dethroning of the
lawyer as the "high-priest" of
the secret language of the courts
was one of the central issues of
the Guild Convention.
The members were unified in
expressing the need to identify
the often subtle political biases
of the courts. In the discussion
on "Trial Tactics", William
Kunstler, lawyer for the Chicago
conspiracy defendants, expressed his lack of faith that the
judicial system can produce a
just verdict and cautioned the
young lawyer not to take the
law too seriously when aspiring
to be the best lawyer possible.
CONTINUED ON PAGE SIX

Getting Ahead

era and the "red-baiting" days
oL lbe Hou.se On Un-American

NEW YORK LAW SCHOOL ALUMNI ASSOCIATION

Steven J. Baron '68
Charles Bennet '24
M ichael C. Bernstein '28
Alfred E. Braun '70
Mary E. Cerbone '59
John J. Corbley '62
Howard J. Churchlll '32
Bernard M, Eiber '51
Basil Filardi, Jr. '29
Patrick J. Foley '61
Milton B. Franklln '28
Sylvia D. Garland '60
Irvin Husln '27
Alfred D. Jahr '26
Sylvia E. Kelman '65
Lawrency H. K ing '25
MJrray T. Koven '38
Arthur F. Lamanda '29
Robert A. Mallow '68
Gerald A. Marks '69
Ernest F. Marmorek '57
John w. McGrath, 111 '59
Ellis J. Meyerson '26
Zuh1yr Moghrabl '67
Harry Ostrov '25
Georgine F. Reich '56
Sherwood Salvan '69
I rvlng Schechter '40
Frederick w. Scholem '27
Hon. Nlcholas Tsoucalas '51

In a seminar on "Alternative
Forms of Practising Law'•, group
spokesmen discussed one of the
.Cresbest concepts in legal practice, the law commune. Law communes are forming in big cities
as well as smaller towns where
they defend blacks, browns and
street people who must endure
the variety of criminal laws and
draft hassles that are a part of
their !laily lives. The communes
charge fees only to those who
can pay and set policies that
treat lawyers as partners with
other workers intheo.ffice, sharing the grubby jobs of typing
and mopping 0oors. Some communes share living quarters and
meals; each member taking his
or her turn at the group's daily
chores and learning to step down

ary decline during the McCarthy

!>1 ~orth Stuet

)

CHARLES GOODENOUGH

ARLEN· S. YALKUT

Through Education
by GEORGE FARKAS
As should be apparent to all,
anyone whose vocation is "teaching", must be specially trained.
II is not enough that a firstgrade teacher finished firstgrade. It is not enough for a
driving-instructor to have a driver's license. And so on.
Now you might ask, " What special training does a professor of
law have?" Isn't he just a person who bas a license to commit
law? The answer is no! Law
professors have to undergo a
strenuous
6-month training
course at SPL-School for Professors 01 Law. To give you an
idea bow strenuous the course
is, this reporter procured a copy
of the curriculum and is privileged to present it to you in
its entirety:
SPL COURSE OF STUDY
TENSION I - Fundamentals of

creating tension: Taking advantage of students who stutter,
calling obviously unprepared students to brief cases, keeping
the class twenty minutes overtime, cancelling breaks.
TENSION D - Advanced methods
of creating tension: Shouting at
meek students, ridiculing the hypersensitive, use of the phrase;
"Don't bother to come to class
anymore, you 0unked anyway!!",
making frightening announcements in class, always being on
time.
EVASIVE REPLY - How to avoid
commiting oneself on an issue:
answering in abstract terms that
have no relation to reality, key
use of latin phrases that mean
nothing, use of intimidation.
ADVANCED ORATORY - Complex principles of the art of

------------,
I PLACEMENT SERVICE I
CONTINUED ON PAGE EIGHT

I
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1
I
j
I
I
I ::,::~ __________________ I
Please contact me for job opportunities for students at
New York Law School.

Full time -

Part time -

Name:_______

II

I
I
I

-----1

Tel; _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
Send to:- Placement Service
New York Law School
57 Worth Street
New York, N. Y. 10013
Telephone: (212) 966-3500 ext. 41
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Dean Rafalko's Message To New Law Students
There bas been a tremendous
influx in law school enrollment
in recent years and approved
law schools have just about
reached their limit to admit qualified law students. The crisis
has reached major proportions
at our Law School, and for this
reason we have become highly
selective in our own admissions
procedure. Throughout the country, a total of 82,041 students
enrolled last Fall in the 146
approved law schools, and this
total should be expanded greatly
l.or the Fall 1971. The law school
enrollment in approved law
schools has more than doubled
in the past decade, having increased from 40,381 in 1960
to 82,041 in the Fall 1970. We
have tried to meet some of the
challenges these figures represent by increasing the quality
and quantity of our faculty, improving our physical plant and
facilities, expanding our library
and, hopefully, attracting the best
qualified students to study law.
So it is for these reasons that
I congratulate you upon being
selected for admission to New
York Law School. For instance,
out of approximately 3,000 ap~E~;:;t~ ~!!D ll.P_.o.!_i~ to our Law
School, less than JOo oi yv'u
were selected. Many applied but
few were chosen, so I urge you
to take advantage of the golden
opportunity that bas been presented to you by working to the
maximum of your legal ability.
You will discover that law school
is different from your undergraduate experience. As a typical student, some of you will
want to bring your own undergraduate policies into this Law
School. However. our policies
are established by different accrediting agencies than your undergraduate schools. To mention
a few, we follow the rules and
regulations of the American Bar
Association, American Association of Law Schools, the New
York state Department of Education, New York state Court
of Appeals, and the New York
State Board of Law Examiners.
This may mean some changes
you would like to initiate may
not be feasible in this Law School,
because it may run counter to
some existing rules and regulations of the aforementioned agencies.
Briefly, r would like to touch
upon four important subjects that
have been constantly coming up
for discussion the pastfew years:
withdrawals, class attendance,
pass-fail grading, anddiscipline.
Withdrawals: The most important advice that I could give you
in Law School is do not gamble
with your Law School final examinations. Unlike your undergraduate experience, if a student
fails out of Law School, he will
find it next to impossible to be
readmitted to this Law School
or another law school. The policy
of most law schools is that no
student who has been dismissed
fr-om another law school by
reason of scholastic deficiency,
will be accepted into another law

school. Don't play Russian roulette -- the chamber may be
loaded. I.f you are genuinely not
prepared to take all of your
final law school examinations
because of a prior illness or
some other satisfactory reason,
you should apply in writing to
the Dean before the date your
final examinations are to commence. However, this does not
mean you may withdraw from
one course only. Normally, the
application for withdrawal is approved in writing by the Dean,
subject to such terms and conditions as may be required by
the Dean. Th.i.s procedure eliminates many future heartaches
when the "flunk-out" endeavors
to be readmitted into this or
another law school. When in serious doubt, withdraw and do not
jeopardize your future legal ca reer.
Class attendance: We maintain
a strict record of attendance for
every student during the school
term which requires punctuality
and regularity. It is the responsibility of each law student to
maintain his own record of his
absences, not the Registrar's
Office. In the event a student
i:::-- :;b!:~Uor more than 15% of
the class hours in any wu.s~,
his attendance is deemed unsatisfactory and he may thereby
forfeit the right to enter the
examination in that subject. Students who are absent for more
than 10% of the required total
attendance for the entire semester, may receive no credit
for the semester. 1n either ol
the foregoing situations, the student may be dropped from the
school or otherwise disciplined.
The rules and regulations of
the New York state Court of
Appeals and the American Bar
Association Standards and Factors mandate that law students
attend classes regularly. The
ABA's requirement of at least
1080 hours of classroom instruction in law, and of three years
of resident study for a full-time
student, and at least four years
of resident study for a part-time
student, contemplates regular
class attendance. There is more
to acquiring a legal education,
with the give-and-take discussions between the teacher and
student, than the passing of law
examinations without regular
class attendance. Therefore, a
word of warning should suffice
about regular class attendance.
Pass-Fail Grades: Our experience bas been that some students are opting for pass -fail
grading reform. This is a tragic
mistake because grades play a
significant role in determining
admissions, employment, law review, scholarship and prize decisions. Experience has proven
that undergraduate grades coupled with !be Law School Admission Test (LSA T) score are the
most accurate predictors of success in law school. When agraduate applies for a position with
a law firm and submits a transcript containing a large number

of pass-fail grades, the law firm
would be unable to utilize the
applicant's law school work in
evaluating which applicant was
the best available for a position.
Of necessity, the law firm would
look mainly to the LSAT score,
even though some students do
not fare too well on standardized
tests, but do exceptionally well
in law school. Law schools are
preparing students to represent
the public and have the primary
responsibility to screen out unqualified applicants, and this can
best be done through a numerical or tiered-grading system.
Discipline: As a general rule,
we have few disciplinary rules
and regulations at the Law School,
and v ~ prefer to keep it that
way. Remember when you applied
to the Law S<;hool, you signed
an application form agreeing to
be subject to its rules and regulations, and that the Law School
could exercise the right to dismiss a student or take other
disciplinary action whenever, in
the judgment of the Dean, circumstances require it. It is for
this reason that "Rules and Regulations, Approved by the Board
of Trustc_ of New York Law
School, Purs· ·--~t~ '~rticle 129-A
of the Education Law For the
i.;;ricl~.ce._o! Public Order On
Its Property Used For °Educational Purposes", were adopted . .
You will find them on page 26
of our Official Publication and
on our Bulletin Board on the
First Floor. Take time out to
familiarize yourself with them
and there will be no need to
invoke disciplinary sanctions.
If changes are to be made,
they should be recommended in

J. A. B. is method by which the student applies theory to
practice.
If you are interested in learning more about J. A. B. or in
joining the program, leave your name and telephone number
in the Student Bar Association Office on the fourth floor.

DEAN WALTER A. RAFALKO

and regulations, and is law-related., it will be given serious
consideration. These are a few
of the guidelines that we follow.
When you registered in law
school, you, in effect, have become a member of the legal
profession. As a beginning lawyer, it behooves you to underIll>. ord~\-y fashion 3.1\d \hrough
~and tb.e l~a\ profession as
the proper channels, such as an institution, and we encourage
the Student Bar Association, you to examine how it functions
which represents the entire stu- and is organized in the light of
dent body, or through the Dean present social needs. Law
directly. As long as the recom- Schools have always encouraged
mendation is not illegal, uneth- students to question rules of
ical, does not violate some rules law, but did not emphasize the

need for the legal order itself.
However, today's students are
doing this very thing. The
answers to these fundamental
questions are here, and it is
healthy for the students to research them out. and arrive at
the truth independently a.bout legal systems which have withstood the test of time. For this
reason, on behalf of the Law
School family, I extend to you
our sincerest welcome to your
Law School - - the crucible of
acceptable legal values.
Dean Walter A. Rafalko

LAMB'S
BOOK EXCHANGE
FOR EXAMS

- SMITH'S )

GILBERT'S
HORN BOOKS
OUTLINES
CASE BRIEFS

J . A. B. is the Judicial Assistance Bureau.
J. A. B. is the only clinical education program in the State of
New York where law students have the opportunity to clerk
for Criminal Court Judges thereby learning the practice and
procedure of our City Criminal Court System.

--

121 Livingston Street
Brooklyn, N.Y.
875-1491
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FROM THE EDITOR

EDITORIALS

1

Point Of View
By MARVIN RAY RASKIN

A REQUIEM FOR THE COMMON HOUR

A "Common Hour" as the phrase is used
herein is an hour of school time sch eduled between class hours but within the school day,
once a week, without appreciably lengthening
the day or evening program, but p roviding at
least one hour per week during which all the
students of the school are available within the
school.

The advantages of a Common Hour are substantial. First, it is a vitaJ support for all student organizations in that it provides a common
meeting time for conferences, work or planning.
It aids these organizations in phasing in new stu•
dent personnel and opens them to wider participation. Similarly, it would assist th e Student
Bar in making the operations of its committees
more open and accessible. These advantages are
we think, self-explanatory. Equally important
a Common Hour would also provide a ready
forum for bringing new and stimulating activities into the school such as a broadened speakers program, a series of panel discussions or a
new film program on legal subjects. It would
also provide a time at which the fac-.l!!, ::o:c:!d
speak to a broader audience or simply meet
students in a less structured atmosphere. A
Common Hour might not be a cure fo r all that
ails us but assuming that the above are understandable and reasonable goals, the question
raised is, "what happened to the concept?"
The answer, at least for this term, is a microcosm of much of what happens at the school
The Common Hout was proposed by the
Student Bar at a mid-May meeting of the Student/Faculty/Alumni Committee and it was
approved. It was agreed that the Fall program
of classes would be developed by the Dean in
concert with student representatives. In late
June the Dean released to the student represen•
tatives a tentative program. No Common Hour
appeared in the program. The student s checked
the program carefully and listed a series of
changes which wou ld have provided a day and
evening common hour with the effect of compacting many of the class schedules.
During the Day the changes involved a few
half.hour shifts. The evening changes were
more involved but would have just slightly increased hours for some classes. However, the
net result would have actually decreased in·
school evenings for some students. When the
student recommendations were submitted in
the first few days of July, the Fall program
had already been mimeographed and distributed.
It is understandable that the Dean, planning to
leave for the British section of the .ABA convention, did not want to leave without a final schedule in print, but it is unfortunate that
the Dean did not wait the day or so it might
have taken to discuss the student suggestions.
Thus ended act one. Faced with a printed
schedule meant that revision was impossible
and was told that they could. discuss their
plans with the faculty and that upon vote of
the faculty revisions could be adop ted. The
Dean, in fact, scheduled a faculty meeting
for a few days before classes began so that
these changes could be implemented.
During the Dean's absence from New York
the Student Bar contacted each a nd every
faculty member whose schedule would be af.
fected by change. In each case the faculty response was favorable. Some faculty members
felt the suggested changes were of personal
value to them. Some, not enthusiastic about
the changes per se endorsed the common-hour
concept and stated that they would not defeat
the proposed changes for these reasons. With
these approvals in hand, the Summer wound
towards a conclusion and the printed schedule
as originally prepared, was distributed to the
students.
At last the Faculty meeting convened and

after some debate the suggested changes incorporating the Common Hour was defeated. It
was defeated for numerous reasons. First, in
the evening the changes would have caused
some classes to run past 9: 30 PM and this
contravened recently voted Faculty policy.
Additionally, it was felt that the school should
not extend the school day /or evening) just to
provide a "captive audience." Additionally it
was no doubt defeated because a mimeographed
program had already been distributed. Just why
t h e revisions were defeated can not ever be
known. A majority of the faculty had privately agreed with the proposed changes. Many of
t h e faculty members previously endorsed the
idea of a common hour and agreed to participate in programs tentatively planned for that
time. The Student Bar was not permitted to
attend the meeting in order to plead its case
and answer questions. The final curtain fell.
The Common Hour had fallen and the students
were advised that next term, perhaps, the idea
could be reconsidered.
The proposaJ was not simply ground up between the faculty and administration. It was.
in reality, assured demise by a number of students whose personal plans would have in some•
way been disturbed by a shift in the announced
program. Interestingly enough, if a schedule
d oes not please some students they will rant and
shout that it must be changed, but if it fits
their petsonal plans, then to change it is betesy.
T he mimeographed sheet bas become gospel!!
Students at the school worked strongly to de·
feat any revision of the program through selfd ealing and intransigence which far outshone
any other force at work against it. This is not
n ew. As students we tend to impute a failure
to respond or change to the Faculty or Dean
and hasten to overlook the fact that we ourselves use remarkable effort to defeat a generaJly beneficial change if it in any way inconveniences us personally. A good example is
the shouts Jast year to divide the Second year
(t hen First year) equally. When it was done,
students who found they would spend one
additional hour in the school very promptly
re nounced their prior stand if it meant they
might have an additional personal benefit.
What is almost tragic is that the proposed
ch anges hardly ruffled the actual beginning-toen d time periods, but merely made a more compacted use of the time as scheduled. So, by
Faculty vote, the Common Hour and its attendant changes were defeated and, for this term at
least, the student organizations must get by
with what time they can find outside of class
hours. Placement interviewers must be schedu led with little regard for who is available
and when. Speakers, if they come must speak
to our traditionally sparse audiences. The stu•
dents can leave when classes end and comp lain about the lack of intellectual stimulation all the way home.
The faculty will not have the opportunity
to speak to a wider audience or to meet students outside of class on a reqular basis. but
possibly that is just what everyone wants.
Possibly it was easier to defeat a Common Hour
because, aside from those student organizations that really do work over-hours, the bulk
of the school would prefer to keep its contact
to a minimum. If this sad premise is true, then
as a law school we have truly lost our spirit.
.As an institution we have created our own intellectual sterility.
Next term, a new attempt will be made to
schedule classes by discussion between administration, faculty and students. Perhaps a goal
will be a Common Hour. If YOU. as students,
wish to institute change- the method is to
speak out- the vehicle is unity- the time is
now!!

The Federal system of parole represents a bulwark against recidivism for the American people. This same system serves
to eUect the political future of many incumbents - officials whose
reelection may be in jeopardy.
This past summer the American people have witnessed the
granting of Presidential leniency to a convicted murderer and
al the same time· the denial of parole to a model political prisoner convicted of jury tampering. William Calley's acts
of murder have been sanctioned
while James Hoffa's act of jury
tampering, even in the light ofadmissions by the chief prosecution
witness, Edward Partin, that he
was in fact a human bug and
was coerced lo testify in the
race of a state prosecution, is
condemned.
The political leaders who carry
bibles in one hand and guns
in the other fail to recognize
that there is no difference in
the death of an American to
that American's family and the
death or a non-American to his
family. Their bounds of reasoning do not encompass the
distinction between right and wrong but appreciate only political
security and the threat or the political opposition.
Calley bas been given a lenient sentence in light of the evidence
against him and should most likely retain bis executive •·approval" until Nixon determines that a Cull pardon i~ ~!H!::;;.!ly i:xpedient. Hoffa. O!! !!!~ Gth;;, haD<I was convicted on less feasible
testimony and has subsequently
been denied parole on three
separate occasions.
To be sure, the reactions by the United States Government lll
the aforementioned situations are politically motivated. Executive conduct towards Calley is most attractive to voters whose
livlihood is dependent upon the military industrial complex. Since
the Federal Government is the largest contributor to GNP via
military expenditures the political impact here is monumental.
The denial of parole to Hoffa presents a political paradox. At
first glance it appears that the government's decision not to parole
Hoffa would alienate any labor support whatsoever. This may
have been true m regard to the rank and file except for lhe recent
transition

taking

pface

in

the

hierarchy of the

International

Brotherhood of Teamsters. The third denial of parole lo James
Hoffa has served as an impetus in the aspirations of his second
m command, Frank Fitzsimmons. By offering his support to
the Nixon Administration. Fitzsimmons has the assurance that
Hoffa will remain in Jail until union rank and file can be swayed
politically and Ho!fa's influence becomes negligible. The ultimate
issue is not whether people morally disapprove of the
actions by either Calley , or Hoffa. It is the double standard in
the American socio-political society. President Nixon is well
aware of the power of his office and his pnsoner pohtiking has
created a cancer that does not kill but r enders the victim paralyzed in the exer cise of his liberties by destroymg the concept
of justice at the expense of political expedience.

QUOTE OF THE ISSUE
'To frnd tllat the Presrdunt lws rnheren t power to Ii.ill l11e
publication o1 news by resort to the courts would wipe
out the First Amend men l and destroy the fundamen tdl
liberty dnd security of tilt:? very people the Government
hopes to mo ke secure."

Hon Hugo L. Blt1ck
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FROM THE PRESIDENT-----

STU OENT BAR
By MARSHALL LIPPMAN.
A new term begins and as it does, the Summer becomes an ethereal
memory and we return to the liturgy of recited cases. To those ·
students in the entering classes I would like to extend a very warm
welcome and reiterate what was said at Or ientation, tbat the Student
Bar Association is available to you for any possible assistance we
can render. I would also like to welcome Professors Stason and
Peasley to our Faculty and wish them well.
During the Summer months the
Student Bar ba s been meeting
both on the Executive Council
and on the committee level. Among the programs and projects
for this year l am pleased to
note the outstanding film program that has been assembled,
the speaker and panel programs
which are being arranged along
with the planned expansion oI the
successful J.A.B program, a
renewed placement effort and a
greater involvemen. by our
school in the legal community
through its own programs.
This Student Bar Association,
however, has committed itselI
to more than these plans or
programs and the Fall is a lime
to renew our determination to
secure for each and every student the
Of iiieaningful change
which will advance our school and enhance the texture and quality
of our legal education. It is for this· reason that we must begin
again to question, comment and suggest, and to take an active role
in advocating the views of the student. In lhe area of Faculty to
Student ratio, for example, we continue to spread ourselves too
thinly. While the incoming class does not match the mammouth
class which entered last year , we ar e still sorely pressed for
classroom space. We are literally straining the physical and
educational capacity of the school but I believe that this year
we can offset this by directing more thought towards the allimportant intangible element of attitude. When I use the word
I mean it to include Administration, Faculty ar,J Students dealing
with them as co-equal groups.
If a Law School ceases to be an exciting and stimulating experience then it becomes no more than a "Trade School" which
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who are associated with it. Our school is witbjn sight of some

of the busiest courts in the country. It is in the heart of the commercial and financial center of the country as well as its artistic
and political center of gravity. I believe our efforts should be
directed this year towards generating a new sense of excitment
in the school. We should, for example, make every effort to increase and encourage contacts between faculty and students outside the regular class sessions. Large as our classes may be,
the students and the faculty should have the opportunity to meet
and converse, to interact on a one to one basis. Additionally, tbe
Student Bar is hopeful that a series of Faculty programs can be
arranged so that students can hear the various faculty members
not simply teaching the assigned courses but discussing things
which particularly interest them and in which they may have a
special expertise. Students should have the opportunity of working
closely with various faculty members, researching for them and
honing their own skills and knowledge. This aspect of the Law
School experience must be vastly expanded. In order to succeed
it will take not only the time of the faculty but the interest and
enthusiasm of the students as well.
On the Administrative level, r am happy to report that a
student rules committee is working with the Faculty rules committee on a codification of rules within the school. This will provide a basic and thorough outline of all rules, regulations, requirements and procedures and s hould prevent a good deal of potential
friction. I look forward to the completion of this project and note
that there has already been a new procedure implemented regardi ng academic status which appears to be extremely promising.
Additional Student Bar proposals in this area are already before
the faculty.
I believe that as an organization we have made a good start.
I would also say that to date the level of communication and cooperation bas been quite high but not all the inertia has been
overcome and no small measure of that inertia is within the student
body itself. The students who complain without offering a suggestion for i mprovement or who cite a shortcoming without expending any efforts of a remedial nature contribute as much to an
unins piring school attitude as any other factor. As an organization
the S.B.A. need the s upport and the active assistance of each and
ever y student.
One additional factor, not hitherto discussed, is the attitude of
our Al umni. The Student Bar Association has embarked to create
contact with the Al umni through the Alumni Association, and 1
am hopeful that we can build on the pa.st cooper ation and witness
an expansion of this beneficial assistance especially in the areas
of placement, programs and general suppor-t of the school.
Within the next few weeks we will be looking forward to election
of interim repr esentatives f rom the new classes, distributing
questionnaires soliciting student member ship on the various committees and in the various pr ograms of the SBA and announci ng the
details of those programs already coordinated and prepar ed.
We look forward to an active and rewarding year.

"We (the American Nat ion) do not trust educated people
and rarely, alas, produce them, for we do not trust the independence of mind which alone makes a genu ine education possible."
Jr1mes Baldwin

'LETTERS TO THE EDITO~
EOUITAS invites its readers to write "Letters to the Editor" on any
topic re levant to the New York Law School community. The right
to edit letters to conform to space requirements is reserved by Equitas. Le tters should be sent either to the Editor of EQUITAS, New
York Law Schoof, N. V. C., N. Y. 10013, or deposited in the
EOUITAS mailbox on the main floor of the law school building.

Kelman Dismissal
TO THE EDITOR:
We would like to take this opportunity to iniorm our fellow
students about the circumstances
surrounding the dismissal of
Professor Sylvia Kelman and our
views concerning its basic inequity and unfairness. To us
as students, this incident should
represent a reprehensible discriminatory act by the administration of New York Law School
for which that administration
should be deservingly censured.
First, we would like to set the
chronology of events and give
you some idea of the background,
real and illusory, which is fundamental to an understanding of
this set of circumstances. Professor Kelman, after graduating
New York Law School with high

honors joined the facul ty of New
York Law School where she taught
for four years. Few students
reading this have not at one time
or another bad some contact
with her. She is vibrant , personable and her teaching reflects
her ability to communicate both
the subject matter to be taught
and its relationship to the actual
practice of the law.
By and large, we believe that
students feel she .c overed the
material thoroughly, emphasized
relevant aspects of the law and
performed as a law professor
befitting the standards of New
York Law School.
Beyond this, Professor Kelman
was always a faculty member
with whom students could communicate and feel at ease. Professor Kelman was readily available and held special seminars,
on her own time, on " Social
Justice Through Law" . She produced a considerable amount of
mimeographed material for her

classes, all of which took considerable personal effort and
time. Professor Kelman could
generally be contacted by students with any problem and many
students have said that without
her encouragement they would
not have continued their legal
training. A professor with s uch
qualities would be an asset to
any faculty; a professor to be
encouraged and retained.
Professor Kelman attended the
graduation of the class of 1971
(not all faculty 1..embers were
able to attend) and on that day
she was invited by the Board of
Trustees to a meeting the following Tuesday. By Tuesday afternoon she was no longer a
member of the New York Law
School Faculty. Needless to say,
the abruptness of her departure
is s hocking and incomprehensible. No formal charges were
generally released but ostensibly
the reasons were her illness in
1969, that sbe could not carry a
f ull program, and that she had
divulged grades before the twoweek release date. Just how grave
you might ask, are these charges?
More important, how true are
they? She was, in fact, sick in
1969 but this was never. intorm ..
vi iter teaching ability,-;_~--i;;;:
pediment.
Many faculty members become
ill from time to time and it
does not seem that this would
be a gr ounds for dismissal. So
far as carrying a full program,
it can be readily seen from the
r ecords that Professor Kelman
works long hour s. If she complained, s he should well have
done so, as the conditions of
the school regarding studentfaculty ratio are sadly over the
ABA minimums. The final sin,
of cour se, was releasing the
grades early - but let us look
at this Jor a moment. First, the
"two- week" rule was intended
to promote tile prompt distribution of grades to the students,
not to restrain the professors
from thei r early release. Most
professors find it difficult to
have their gr ades ready within
the two weeks much less before.
This release of grades was not
simply a cataloging of numbers.
It occurred because Professor
Kelman chose lo use the Property I examinations as a teaching tool for those classes taking
Property IL She simply distributed the examinations for purposes of review with the students and most benefitted greatly Crom that particular lesson.
We believe it is a reasonable,
pedagogical practice and one
which should be encouraged. That
the grades were where they normally are, on the front page of
the examination, was simply a
collateral matter.
But, Jet us say for a moment
that these charges stand as the
reason Professor Kelman was
CONTI NUED ON PAG E SIX
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is the more favorable.
I would mention, in enumerating the several reasons for
• - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - this decision, that both the administration and our faculty adCONTINUED FROM PAGE FIVE
on Law Forum cannot be attri- visor, Professor Lee are 10
buted to the school administra- complete concurrence with the
By AL WALDON
not re-hired in this, her tenure tion, stnce for all practical pur- views as expressed in this reply.
The 94th Annual Meeting of the American Bar Association was year. When we mention abrupt- poses It is a wholly-run student
l Although a very few large
an international affair this past summer The first phase was held ness we should potnt out that publication. Does the editorial law schools who have adequate
in New York City: July 1-7. The second phase was held in London: the AAUP, for example, man- staff feel it can compete with facilities , have adopted a policy
July 14-20. Yours truly attended the Law Student Division or the dates one year notice for a pro- other law reviews only by such of ··self-selection" not without
ABA Convention which was held July 4th through 7th and principally fessor bav1ngtaught for two years selectivity? According to the ex- reservation, the great preponor more. Surely a professional, perience or at least one of the derance of schools have found
based at the Park-Sheraton Hotel.
The highlight or the joint convention activities was the second a law professor, should hav,I! several other top Law schools this method impracticable due to
annual State of the Judiciary
more than a meetmg and a dis- (including Yale and Stanford Un- the great rncrease 10 articles
missal out of hand.
address by the Chief Justice
iversity) which have opened law and have experienced a corresIt should be pomted out that review memberships to all in- ponding diminution in quality
or the Supreme Court, Warren
the loss of a full-time faculty terested students:
E. Burger In his speech Chief
2. Trairung, responsibility, conmember at tlus lime, when the
Justice Burger stressed many
"The policy of open member- linully and experiencearenecesschool is swelled to its maximum
areas of concern for practicing
ship bas become, in practice, sary to run the Law Forum propcapacity and probably beyond,
lawyers and future members of
one of self-selection. Those stu- erly. The organizational strucleaves us with an enormous gap
the bar. However, the main thrust
dents who were truly interested ture now exists to continue these
to fill. Takrog all these factors
in doing Review work have gen- characteristics.
of bis address was internal disinto consideration, it seems incipline against unruly or diserally succeeded 10 publishing
3. Law review is a selective
comprehensible to fire a capable
a note, while those who were organization just as a law school
honest lawyers. Chief Justice
and seasoned member of the
Burger believes that this must
not, with a few exceptions, have 1s a selective mstituhon, but not
faculty wbe!l the law school 1s
voluntarily withdrawn from arbitrarily so. While the present
be done before outside forces
presently in violation of the ABA
take over the job of policing
membership. There has been criterion is not perfect, given
minimum faculty-student ratio
lawyers' ethics. Burger stated,
no noticeable decline in the the limitations on our resources
requirements
"a profession ought to be able
quahty of student material pub- some standard is essential.
We therefore request the reto regulate itseU, but the truth
usbed, and some of the best Where any standard is l!mployed
instatement of Professor Kelman
is that the legal profession has
student work has come from it must be fixed so as to avoid
to the faculty of New York Law
members who would not have the dangers of subjectivity.
=&~::~~··been invited to Join under the
The Law Student Division C-onvl!uuuii ..~ :: ,rJtt"r~.s!!!. of !.he School.
4 The school newspaper, Equ1u-.:rle. .se!ertion svstem. ·· (The tas, provides an alternative forworld of a national party convention. It mcluded platforms, nomA. Michael Weber
inating speeches, caucussing, wheeling, dealing, intrigue, surprises,
student Lawyer Journai, Fe~. ;;:-:: -:~!° ;;t:!d!!!!!~ interested in a
Marshall E. Lippman
1971, pp.11-12)
joy and agony.
particular topic. Law review inNew York Law was. deeply involved in all phases of the conTbe Law Forum should give volves a committment beyond
an open accountmg to the stu- the desire of an individual author
vention. As a result of having attended the Bi-Circuit Convention
dents of its financial standing, to write on a spectfic sub1ect
in Boston, in April, I bad made the acquaintance of Mark Farrell
its selection pohcies, and pos- of interest.
from tbe University of Buffalo Law School and assisted him in
sible future topics to which whole
his candidacy for 1st Vice-President by delivering bis nominating TO THE EDITOR
While we encourage student supspeeeh. Marie was the front runner in the campaign but family
issues will be devoted--''sym- port and recommendations, it ls
crisis forced bis withdrawal and his early departure from the I guess it must bave been pre- posJums". Since it is entirely impossible to maintain a periodconvention. New York Law School tirelessly campaigned for Fred- sumptuous of me, not having supported by students' fees, we ical of high quality by opening
erict "Buzz" Green of tbe University of Louisville School of Law. been one of the chosen few se- should know its plans and the policy decisions to broad student
A.fter- a bard fought battle we lost to Jeff Wentworth, the new lected for that honor, to walk manner in which the money bas referendum.
president of the LSD, from Tens Tech University School of Law. into tbe Law Forum office a been spent. At the very least,
lo co-managing Buzz's campaign with Senator Thomas Dodd's couple of weeks ago seeking to symposium topics should be anSincerely,
nephew, tbe NYLS contingent learned a great deal about politick- write for the forthcoming issue nounced in advance, and greater
Richard P. Ackerman
mg at \be amnution \e'¥el.
which is to be devoted to Wo- student participation invited.
Editor-in-Chief
New York Law School was involved not only on the convention men's Rights. Even without quite Most of us are all for the propNew York Law Forum
Door Uld Ja Ute aate-rooms being buttoaboled or buttonholin€ bartag the average to be asked osition that government be acpotential votes. We were part of the "host city" contingent and · to join the Forum, I felt comcountable to its constituency; we
we were thereby responsible for securing tickets to television petent to write on this topic, should also practice Ulis within
sbows, arranging tours, and generally providing for the neces- and more importantly, I am ex- our own institutions.
saries of the visiting students. As a result of this committee's tremely interested _in it. I was
wort, I now know that Diet Cavett is very, very big with anyone informed that no students are
Sincerely yours,
CON::T-!NVEO FROM PAGE TWO
living past Paramus.
allowed to contribute unless they
Gloria Rice
Tbe radical lawyer is not an
Student and Class
The American Bar Association's International Comparative Law have been asked to become
officer of the court and is not
Section was more than ably assisted by our SBA President Marshall "trainee" staff members during
Representahve
a member of the court room
Lippman, Robert Winnemore and Linda Casano. Their involvement their first year.
fraternity. He is a member of
included meeting, guiding, and helping Ambassadors and Diplomats Out of the nearly seven hundred
a partnership between the client
at the United Nations. Joseph Ben!ante and A. Michael Weber, our students in the school (as of
and the attorney; the lawyer exSBA Vice-President, were extremely influential in drumming up last spring), the Forum staff
plains and executes, and the client
support for the candidates that NYLS backed.
chose an additional 26 Day stu- Dear Ms. Rice
decides.
1 wish now to publtcly thank the students from NYLS wbo attended dents with the highest first-term
Tbe members agreed that the
Editorial boards of the New jury is the one aspect of the
the convention with me and who were most mstrumental in achieving averages, several of whom dewhatever success our school realized. New York Law School will _ clined because or the tremen- York Law Forum have for tbe judicial system that offers any
oot be mistaken for any other law school with a similar name in dous burden of work entailed. past several years given care- hope. Voir dire offers the crimthe near future, and this J guarantee.
The total staff now represents ful considerahon to opemng law inal defendant the opportunity
review membership to all stu- to explore the biased attitudes,
As a result of historical inequities and educational deficiencies approximately 51 of the student
facing minority group students who want to attend law school, body: In cont_ra~t, the Forum dents JrrespectJve of cumulative both latent and obvious, of the
l proposed and submitted two resolutions dealing with: l) a data receives the ~ion s share o[ our grac:le point, and although the prospective jurors. This basic
bank to be marotained by the American Bar Association with the student actJv1lies fees--nearly question is not closed to future right is now absent from Feddiscussion tbe unanimous opin- eral courts and is being threatnames of all students from minority groups who wish to attend 82% or $22,000 last year.
law school, these names being avallable to schools requesting
The contmuatioo of this highly ion of the present board is that ened by state legislatures across
such information; 2) abolition of the LSAT as it 1s now structured selective method of participatton the current method of selection the country.
as a requirement for entry into Law school. Both resolutions were
adopted by the LSD Conventton and have been presented to the ABA
for approval.
American Bar Association
The convention was concluded with an awards dinner attended
by the newly elected officers. Besides Jeff Wentworth who was
Application for Law Student Membership
elected President, the other officers are: Edward Babic, 1st ViceAmerican Bar Associ•tion 1155 East 60th Street Chicago, Illinois 60637
Pres1dent, Southwestern School of Law, Charles R. Ashman, 2nd
C•UASE ,1110 0 1 Tl'fl
Vice-President, William and Mary College, Marshall Wythe School
of Law; Laura M. Horton, Secretary-Treasurer, Dusquesne University
1.ASt.
fl lST
MIDDLE
School of Law; Dan Kamin, St. Mary's College School of Law and
Moiflft9
A<l<lrtu
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
__
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
__
_
_
_ _ _ _ __
Ronald J Stites, University of Missouri School or Law, who were
SIIUI
elected as the Division Delegates to the ABA.
I smcerely hope that in the [uture a student from New York Law
School will be elected to a national office and thereby become
CITY
STATE
ZltCOOE
involved in American Bar Association activities on a national
level. Tbe prestiege realized by the school as a result of such an
IA• Sch"I - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - election 1s immeasureable. However, the benefits to the student
Doto Aclmittocl OD O O
Pro1ptcli•t
DD OD
8irlh
DO □□ □□
lo l ow School
Gr•ch,tflon D•t•
body by having someone who is part or the pohcy making machinery
MOHIH
DAY
TUI
t.COHTH
TUI
MOltlH
YEAI
as the promoter of NYLS is tantamount to their success.

A.B.A.

Letters To The Editor

T~e Law Review

National Lawyer's
Guild Convenes
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s,,"•tu,, ______________________ o••• ___________
"The reason I got busted----arrested----is I picked on the
wrong God. If I had picked on the god whose repl ca s 1n
the whopee cushion store --the T1k1 god, the Hawaiian god,
I would have been cool. But I picked on the Western god•
the cute god, the In-god. the Kennedy-god-··-and that's
where I screwed up."
Lenny Bruce
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Dwight Inn Welcomes Women
The international Legal Fraternity or Phi Delta Phi amended
its constitution to provide for
the admission or women Meeting in its biennial convention
in Toronto on August 22-25, the
fraternity passed the measure
.1s lls first order or business.
Hob McGann, Magister of Dwight
Inn and delegate to the convention expressed ·· . . . pleasure
that the long aw:uted step had
been taken "
For many years
Dwight Inn had been arhve rn
attempts to alter the proviso
The fact that conventions convene every two years was cited
as a reason for the slow oace.
In other business, delegates representrng over s1xty-r1ve law
schools expanded the govermng
council to rive members in order
to rnclude student representation
011 the Counc:11
The scholarship program was enhanced
11,here10 the Inn will receive
sr.holarsh1p money along with
members achieving the highest
gr·ades
It 1s ant1c1palt><J that
lht> Inn will channel the funds
for educational purposes.
The student loan program was
lltwrahzed to meet the needs
or the 1nd1v1d11a I Inns Loans
ar1• now ava1lahle in sums up
1<1 $!iOO. interest free ancl payahlt- within tv.:o years of grarluat1on. In addit10n, th1• del<:gales were pn:sented with the
1lt•ta1ls of an elaborate group

insurance plan open to all Cra termly members.
Questioned about the degree of
stude11t rnvolvement rn ruternny
affairs
McGann statt!d,
·1
think we were all 1mpresst-<I
with the business like manner
m which tbe fratermty
v.:as
conducted. Every member should
real11.e that he 1s in efft>ct a
shareholder in a rather large
corporation."
McGann further
staled "'the years ahead will

Moot Court Team Prepares
For National Competition

New York Law School"s Moot
Court team or Michael Rehlll.
Sharon Spring, and Thad Podbielski 1s now rnvol ved tn the
long process of preparing for
the national compehllon which
will take place this fall. For
the past six weeks they have
been domg research in preparation for the writing of an appPllale brief, which they expect
lo have completed in final form
by October I The case berng
argued in this year's compehhon 1s suhstan!lally similar to
the case of Lt William Calley
v. United States. though the
appeal in the comp<-'l1tion 1s hemg
made to the Umled States Supreml! Court, some two to three
years before the actual case will
reach that high court
The national moot court competition 1s conducted annually by
the Association of the Bar of
the City of New York, and teams
from most law schools JO the
CONTINUl:.O f ROM PACC l WO
country will compete in the two
"sounding as though you really month long contt'st to select a
have someth1n11, lo sa')'". methods nal11mal moo\ courl champion.
hrs\ roun1l ol tne compeliof reciting soliloquies while pre- 1'ne
1,on J-» /he r,•~Jufl.11 rour,d plar.1ng

Getting Ahead
Through Education

tt•ri,ting to ti.: speakmg to the

class, 81hh: quoting.
TE.ST COM POSITION - Basic
pnnctples of composing hazy lest
questions The importance of
poor grammar, unclear wording,
corny names for parties, allowing fifteen minutes less than
humanly possible to finish an
examination
Note: This course should be
takt'n in con1unct1on with TENSION I.
CREATIVE GRADING - The art
or making a career depend upon
a number. Principles of how to
g1 ve out meanrngless grades How
tc, leave the student with only
two quest10ns to ask or himself·
l) How did I do so wel1'1 '
c,r
2) How did I do so poorly?'
Miscellaneous
VETERANS CREDITS - Course
allowances will be given to any
SPL student who has served as a
master sergeant m th,. Marine
Corps. In arlrl1t1on, any relatives
or the "Marl Bomber" may apply
for waiver of certain courses.
PLA Society - Every graduate
IS invited to JOin PLA - Professors of Law Anonymous PLA
holds secret meehng at the end
of each law school semester and
members are invited to submit
more modern methods or creating
tens10n, neurosis, and a fear of
the occult 10 a perfectly healthy
young man or woman whc, decided
to enter law school. Dues arethe
hear! or a freshmen who was
nunked out in his first term.
PRIZES "The Order of Robespierre" - trustee prize to the
graduate Clunking the most students.
• The London A ward" a medal
to be awarded to the professor
who 1s able to leave all his students in a fog.

DWIGHT INN
GENERAL MEETING
Wednesday, September 15
2:00 PM-5th Fl.

see student directors of such
a corporallon."
The Magistl'r has ..nnounred
the appomtment of Mike Rchill
as Plodg-e MastPr for the year.
Reh1ll 1s anxious to contact students expressing lllterest 10 Phi
Delta Phi mer.ilK'rslup In add1l1on
the fratermty plans to
sponsor an open house <1uring
the mid class break fo1 the
purpose of welcomrng both day
and evening freshmen.

the New York Law School team
up agamst all of the other law
schools in the metropolitan region, which embraces New York
and New Jersey
The top two
teams JO the regional round will
then compete m the national hnal
round against the other reg10nal
winners from the thirteen regions
nation-wide.
Moot court teams in the compehlion are Judged on the prepared appellate brief as well
as on their oral arguments
against their opponents. They
will prepare a bri ef for either
s1cle or the controversy. and will
then be expected to be prepared
to argue for both sides in the
oral competition
The first round of the compehllon will take place in New
York during tile first two weeks
10 November
The public 1s
welcome to attend, and it is
hoped that many students from
NYLS will do so in order to
lend support to our team Details with respect to the lime
and place o[ the competition wi\\
.i.pµear m \be next issue ot
li~1u1las

259 Freshmen Welcomed In
Two Day Orientation Program
CONTINUED FROM PACE ONE

Weber, Vice- President, and Al
Waldon, National LSD Representative. The students were then
acquaJOted with the act1V11ies of
Phil Delta Phi f"ratermty, The
Law Forum, Moot Court and
EQUJTAS by Robe11 McGann,
Richard Ackerman. Mike Reh11l,
Sharon Spring and Marvrn Raskm
respecli vel y
At the conclusion of the day
pr~ram, James Caswell began
to greet the students on behalf
of the Nauonal Lawyers Guild
and Dean Rafalko JOlerrupted the
speech because "he had not been
rnformed of this particular addition to the program.· Caswell
continued notwithstanding
the
dean's efforts and briefly desc1bed the goals and purposes
of the New York Law School
Chapter or the
NLG
The
tele-a-tete was favorably resolved in the Deans office with
the help or Marshall Lippman
and Mike Weber Mr Caswell
was rnformed by Dean Rafalko
of the correct procedure to
follow in order to obtarn recogn1llon for the National Lawyers
Guild at N Y L.S
Dean Rafalko and Or. William
J Weary, Secretary or New York
Law School, provided EQUITAS
with all the available numerical
and academic data regardrng the
incoming classes

Almost 3,000 applications were
received for both divisions 349
and 251 students wer~ accepted
this year in the day and 01ght
division respectively. Of these
acceptances 134 day students and
125 111ght students have registered and paid tu1hon. Dr. Weary
stated that registration was
closed early due to the large
number of applicants.
The average LSA T score for
the day d1 vis1or. was 562 ..rnd the
mght division, 569. The cumulative college average of both
classes is approximated at 2.6
out of a possible 4 0.
Dean
Rafalko
mformed
EQUIT AS that the reason for
admitting a smaller freshman
class than in 1970 was twofold.
Primarily, there 1s no need to
section the present class as had
been necessary last year rn the
day session. The present classes
are properly within the size
limits ror the space available
al the Law School. The second
problem realized last year. with
the admission of 214 day students, was the
poor faculty
student ratiq.. The ratio problem
directly hindered our AALS
membership The present number of rncoming freshmen meet
the reqUJrements establlsbed by
the administration .

NIGHT STUDENTS
EQUITAS represents ALL the students of New York Law
School.
If you would like to work for the student voice, sign up in
the EQUITAS Office on the fourth floor.

FRATERNITY PRESIDENT

PHI DELTA PHI
L . . - - - - - - - - - - - By ROBERT McGANN
The begtnning of each academic year gives us the opportumty
to report oa the planned act1V11le:, of thP fraternity. Dwight Inn
is the oldest student actmty at Sew \ ork Lav. School. Founded
in 1899, lhe Inn has remaint'<i active both withrn tho framework
of the international organtzat10n and as a service oncnted achvity with our school
Tbrout?hout the years we have gamed rccogmtion by our colleagu~s and the officers of tht!
internat10nal orgamzation as evidenced by the manner in which
we were received at our biennial
convention last August. During
this same period of lime we have
become increasingly involved in
student affairs at school.
Long before the Ulstituhon of
a rormahzed student government,
Dwight Inn constituted virtually
the only means of commU11ication for the student body. Prior
to the birth of Equitas, the fratermty published a small newspaper for the benefit or all students
We were proud to have
"played a role in the formation
or Equilas and have worked closely with the S.B.A. from its earliest days. Therefore, we seek to renew these ties during the
coming months.
We look forward to meeting with the student
Bar and discussing areas of mutual concern
In addition, we
solicit the support of all students. In turn, -..·e pledge to provide
services on a school wide basis. Dwight Inn will always be proud
to be Phi Delta Phi and in accord, we will strive to contribute
to the law school under which we are chartered.
It is with considerable pleasure that we welcome women into
membership in Phi Delta Phi. The constitutional amendment
was promptly adopted during the convention's first working session.
II was the sentiment among the delegates that the measure
be passed wi th no negative votes cast. For Dwight Inn this was
a true source of satisfaction
Delegates from New York Law
School have for several years been instrumental in measures
to admit women mto the fraternity
Now we can proceed as a
"legal fraternity'' m the truest sense of the phrase.
I would like to discuss some of the opportunities presented by
Phi Delta Phi membership. Upon joining the fraternity you will
bP

al/1Jialinir Vlilh

the o}dDGI sand J.ar,,R.i:t JA6'9J

lrolArniJ.,, n> fhp.

nation
Phi Delta Phi i.s an international orgamzation with members throughout the Umted States and Canada.
Pursuant to a
resolution of the convention, the fraternity is looking toward
expansion or its international status.
It 1s noteworthy that Phi Delta Phi 1s the second largest organization of lawyers in the counh ·1; the American Bar Association
being the largest.
The Phi 01:lta Phi Centenmal Directory is
virtually a "Who's Wbo" or the legal profession. Keep in mmd
that Phi Della Phi is student motivated. On the student inn level,
members are entitled to the benefits of a scholarship program,
a liberal loan fund and membership rn the Phi Delta Phi Associahon of tbe City of New York - a Barrister Inn.
The Association 1s a recognized Bar Association by the State
of New York. It has long been active 10 the area of judicial reform
During the last State Constituhonal Convention. the associalion ·s
report on judicial nominations was adopted in toto.
Agam law students are able to play a maJor role m the activi-"
lies of the association.
In closing, we look forward to questions and comments regarding
the directions we are taking and the areas in which Dwight Inn
can contribute to the school.

EQUITAS
New York Law School
57 Worth Street
New York. New York 10013
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